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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
1. Statistics Finland has been developing XML-based data dissemination for a couple of years now. The 
dissemination system is based on the model of common structure of statistical information (CoSSI), and the 
dissemination is based on XML documents compatible with it. The CoSSI model covers different ways of 
statistical data organisation (statistical data matrix and statistical table), statistical publications (monthly and 
quarterly publications, press releases, etc.) and quality declarations. The structuring of the metadata connected 
to statistical data is also implemented within this system. 
 
2. The metadata part in the CoSSI model is divided into document metadata, statistical metadata and 
processing metadata. Document metadata is information about the producer of the document, the document's 
content, date, statistical topic, etc. Statistical metadata is information vital for the interpretation of numerical 
statistical information, and describe the variables in a statistical table or matrix. This metadata information is 
useful for the user in the dissemination process by helping the interpretation of statistical figures, and for the 
producers of statistics when metadata are transferred between statistical production stages. It could be also used 
for bilateral exchange of statistical information between statistical agencies. 
 
3. The metadata, publications, tables and matrixes will be stored in an XML database. This database is 
also an archive for all published information. Statistical publications are prepared in the statistics departments 
of Statistics Finland. People responsible for publications will have access to the XML database via an XML 
editor. Using this XML editor they can make publications, and include tables, figures and metadata in them, 
and also update and write new metadata documents describing their statistics. So a publication in XML format, 
defined by the CoSSI model, includes all the statistical data, metadata, text, figures and language versions in a 
single XML file. This XML file will then be automatically converted to HTML files for the website, PDF files 
for printing or to some other appropriate format. 
 

                                                 
1 Prepared by Harri Lehtinen (harri.lehtinen@stat.fi). 
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4. PC-Axis is also starting to use the CoSSI model as XML format. For this the CoSSI model contains a 
special processing metadata section called pxmeta. This PC-Axis metadata information can also be stored in 
XML format in the same XML database as all the other information. By doing this, database (PX-Web) 
publishing can also be incorporated into the same process as publication production. 
 
5. Using XML and XML tools, such as XML database and XML editor, we can unify the production of 
information for different publication channels. This also gives us the opportunity to include rich metadata in 
statistical information and publish metadata along with the statistics they describe. 
 
 
II. COSSI - COMMON STRUCTURE OF STATISTICAL INFORMATION 
 
6. At Statistics Finland we have been developing a common structural definition of statistical information 
(CoSSI 2), which covers different ways of statistical data organisation (statistical data matrix and statistical 
table), publications, and within which the structuring of the metadata connected to statistical data is also 
implemented. 
 
7. The CoSSI defines the structures of statistical data (matrices and tables), metadata (document and 
statistical metadata, and quality declarations), and publications. XML DTDs have been selected as the technical 
means for implementing these structures. The CoSSI model is comprised of several DTDs that can be 
modularly combined for different types of documents. The basic document types are a statistical table (CALS), 
a statistical matrix (XDF) and a publication. These documents are XML documents that are compatible with 
the CoSSI model and also contain the metadata and the language versions necessary for describing a set of 
statistics. 
 
A. Metadata in CoSSI model 
 
8. In the CoSSI model, metadata are divided into four categories: 
 

a. Document metadata 
b. Statistical metadata 
c. Quality declarations 
d. Processing metadata 

 
9. The division is based on the content and character of metadata. Document metadata describe the 
content of a document, its creator and identifiers connected with the document. Statistical metadata contain 
descriptions of the variables that are present in statistical data and tables, calculation rules and any 
classifications that may apply to a variable. The quality declaration is a standard format description of the data 
collection, the data and the applied statistical methods. Processing metadata are metadata for statistical software 
applications. 
 
B. Document metadata 
 
10. The document metadata module has all the elements of DublinCore, as well as some metadata specific 
to Statistics Finland. The document metadata DTD cover the metadata that are needed for the publications, 
tables and matrices of Statistics Finland (electronic and paper dissemination). 
 
11. Document metadata provide information about the person and organisation having produced the 
document, the content of the document (e.g. subject, keywords, language, source) and information specific to 
Statistics Finland, such as the series and category of Official Statistics of Finland. Productional metadata, 
processing instructions, etc., are not contained in document metadata. 
 

 
2 More detailed description is presented in Rouhuvirta and Lehtinen, Common Structure of Statistical Information (CoSSI) 
- Definition Descriptions, 2nd December 2003, Version 0.9, Statistics Finland 2003. 
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12. Document metadata is a module that is used in tables, matrices, statistical metadata, and publications 
for describing document metadata. The document metadata module can also be used for the production of 
information for bibliographical information systems. 
 

 Document metadata 

Creator 

Subject 

Publisher 
Contributor 
Date 

Type 
Format 
Language 

Person

Keywords 

Content description

Document information

Identifier 
Rights 

Coverage 
Relations 

Source 

Organisation

Person

Published, modified

Main and other language

OSF andCategory

URN, URL, ISBN, ISSN, DOI,Number

 
 Figure 1. Content model of document metadata 

 
C. Statistical metadata 
 
13. Statistical metadata are data (matrix or table) specific. A statistical metadata document describes the 
variables, and their operational definitions and classifications in matrices and tables. If data (matrix or table) 
are changed as a result of tabulation or other procedure, these changes are added to the statistical metadata 
document. Thus, if a variable is edited, the pertinent metadata are added to the statistical metadata. 
 
14. Statistical metadata are largely presumed to be textual. This is also the case when statistical metadata 
are presented with conceptual symbols as a formula. Our cultural environment requires metadata to be 
multilingual. Within the CoSSI model this has been solved as part of the structuring of statistical information. 
 
15. The description of statistical metadata does not contain information about the processes that guide the 
production of statistics or about the monitoring of this process, or about the technical descriptions of data that 
are required by the diverse software programs used in the processing of statistical data. The document 
identification and other metadata required in archiving are described in another component of the CoSSI model 
that covers metadata concerning documents and file copies. 
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Variable name

Concept definition

     Operational  definition

Measurement unit
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Figure

Description

Calculation  formula

ID
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Author
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Statistical metadata

Document metadata

Statistical metadata

 
 Figure 2. Content model of statistical metadata 

 
16. The model of statistical metadata is very simple but rich in information content. Its main benefit to the 
production of statistics is that statistical metadata retain a consistent structure right from a survey questionnaire 
to the eventually disseminated statistics. Because of their simple structure, statistical metadata can be easily 
exploited during different stages of statistics production and the same model of statistical metadata can be used 
in all stages from the collection of data to their publication and dissemination. As the same model is used, it 
does not impose any necessity to re-enter, convert or otherwise re-process statistical metadata, which remain 
unchanged and go together with the numeric data they describe from the start to the finish of the data 
processing procedure. 
 
17. The second major benefit is the extendibility of the data, for instance, in situations where statistical 
standard classifications are used. The model of statistical metadata provides a set and standardised ways of 
making standard classifications part of them. 
 
D. Quality declaration 
 
18. Quality declaration, or quality metadata, describe the following aspects of statistics: 
 

a. Relevance of statistical data 
b. Description of the methods used in statistical surveys 
c. Accuracy of information 
d. Timeliness and promptness of the information published 
e. Accessibility and clarity of information 
f. Comparability of statistics 
g. Consistency 
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19. In publications, tables and matrices, quality metadata can be provided as a quality declaration, which is 
a module in the CoSSI model. 
 
E. Processing metadata 
 
20. Processing metadata are metadata intended to be used by a certain software application to guide its 
functioning. Examples of these would be certain PC-Axis keywords that instruct the application to show the 
figures in a table at the accuracy of certain number of decimal digits or create the heading of a table 
automatically according to predefined rules. The question so far studied in respect of processing metadata is 
how data in the PC-Axis file format could be included in an XML format document compatible with the CoSSI 
model and which PC-Axis keywords should then become processing metadata. In future, it would be possible 
in principle to expand the CoSSI model with the processing metadata of other statistical applications, such as 
SAS and SuperStar, depending on the production environment. 
 
 
III. XML-BASED PUBLISHING SYSTEM 
 
21. Statistics Finland has been developing XML-based publishing system which sets out XML documents, 
publications, tables, matrices and metadata that are compatible with the CoSSI model. The system converts 
these XML documents automatically into the formats required by different dissemination channels. 
 
22. An output format compatible with the tables and matrices of the CoSSI model is needed for statistical 
software applications for XML-based publishing. The main applications Statistics Finland uses are SAS and 
SuperStar, and PX-Edit for PC-Axis tables. At the moment PC-Axis tables in matrix and table formats can be 
produced with PX-Edit and output format for matrices and tables has also been developed for SAS. In the 
newest version of SuperStar there will be an output in the CoSSI table format (CALS). 
 
23. The actual production of publications takes place at the statistical operating units where statistical 
experts write the text, select the tables for the publication and produce the statistical graphics. Epic software 
was selected as the editor for XML-based publishing, and was tailored during year 2005 to function as the 
production editor for publication documents conforming with the CoSSI model. In the tailoring the user 
interface of the editor was made as user-friendly as possible and functions were added to it that support e.g. 
importing of external XML tables compliant with the CoSSI model into a publication, production of language 
versions, completion of metadata and writing of text. Technically, XML is hidden in the editor, so the editing 
environment is quite similar to that of familiar word processing programs. 
 
24. An XML database into which statistical metadata compatible with the CoSSI model are saved as XML 
documents has now been taken into test and piloting use. As tables are made, descriptions of the variables 
selected for them can be retrieved from the database and thus included in the dissemination. There is also a 
connection into the XML database from the Epic editor, so statistical metadata can also be retrieved via the 
editor. Statistics Finland chose XML database called eXist to be the database for publications, statistical data 
and metadata. 
 
25. In consequence, a monthly or quarterly publication written with the Epic publishing editor becomes a 
document compliant with the CoSSI model and contains all the material of one publication, i.e. text, tables, 
statistical and document metadata, figures and language versions, in one XML file. These publication originals 
in XML format are saved in an XML database (eXist), which becomes the publication archive. Published tables 
and matrices are also saved in XML format into the archive. 
 
26. Before its publishing, a publication in XML format still has to be converted into the format required by 
the used dissemination channel. For publishing on Statistics Finland’s website, an XML publication is 
converted fully automatically into HTML and PDF formats. The conversion into HTML format produces a set 
of HTML pages from one XML publication so that the caption text of the publication forms the start page and 
the contents listed under it form links to other parts of the publication. The conversion produces sets of HTML 
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pages in all languages that are present in the XML publication. Besides HTML versions, PDF documents are 
also produced in each language, and these can be offered to customers as printable versions on the HTML 
pages. The conversion into PDF format produces one PDF document per each language version in the XML 
publication. 
 
27. The author of the publication can check the final HTML and PDF versions that will be disseminated 
prior to their publication. When the publication is ready, the author has at his or her disposal a publishing 
program for defining when the publication should be released and which files should be published. 
 

 
  

 Figure 3. XML based dissemination of statistical data, publications and metadata 
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IV. EXAMPLES 
 
A. XML database - eXist 
 
28. Open source database called Exist has been chosen as the XML database for statistical publications, 
statistical data (tables and matrices) and metadata. The database structure has been devided according to the 
statistics that Statistics Finland produces. Underneath each statistics there are folders for publications, statistical 
data and metadata of the statistics. In figure 4 there is a view of the database as it appears in the Epic editor 
database connector interface. 
 
 

 
  

 Figure 4. View of the XML database in Epic editor 

Statistics produced by 
Statistics Finland Tables and matrices 

Publications 

Metadata 
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B. Epic editor 
 

 
 Figure 5. View of a statistical publication in Epic editor 

 

  
 Figure 6. Statistical metadata for a variable in a table 

Statistical metadata for a 
variable ”Disposable income”
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C. HTML output 
 

  
 Figure 7. HTML output of a statistical publication with statistical metadata 

Link to the statistical 
metadata
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